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Transportation and regional economic development: A case study
of Okshitp in Village, Padaung Township.

Aung Kyaw l , Mya Thaung2, NayW in 003, Associates4

Abstract

Many geographical studies ment ioned that transportation development
could generate economic development and economic develo pment also
forces to construct new transportation infrastructures. However, the process
of economic development generated by transportation development is not
fully explained in the literatures. In this paper, Okshitpin Villa ge which is
located near the jun ction of Pathe in-Monywa and Padaun g-Taun gguk
Highways was selected as a case study and tried to lind out the process of
economic development generated by transportation changes. It is found that
transportation changes generate the economic activities in Okshitpin
Village . In addition, development of economic activities in term of number
and type also differs during different period of transport development. From
the analys is of economic type and transaction linkages it is found that
although location of Okshitpin is very favorable to become a commodity
exchange center between four different regions , present economic
development panern is mainly depending on local integration of economic
activities and only small amount of regional commodity exchanges is found .
It is necessary to encourage the development of facilities like bankin g,
communication, warehouse, transportation companies to develop as a
commodity exchange center.

Introduction

Many geographical studies mentioned . that transportation
development could generate economic development and economic
development also forces policy makers to construct new transportation
infrastructures (Yeates, 1968). However, the process of economic
development generated by transportation development is not fully explained
in the literatures. In addition, majority of studies related to transportation and
economic development emphasized at regional and national level (Taaffe, et.
ai, 1963; Yeates, 1968). Therefore, it is necessary to examine the process of
regional development generated by the construction of transportation route.

Okshitpin Village located near the cross road of two regional roads is
selected as a case study and tried to answer following questions.
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(1) How transportation pattern of Okshitpin Village changed?

(2) How does transportation pattern change generate economic development?

Conceptual framework of new road construction and economic developments
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Figure (I) Conceptual framework of new road construction and
economic development of a village

Three types of road network and economic development could be
distinguished (Fig. I). The first type is connection of a village by a town or
city. In this case, the new road will encourage the flows between newly
connected village and its hinterland and nearby villages. If such a local
integration of commodities occurs economic activities like manufacturing and

,services will be develop in the village. Alternatively, some flows that go to the
larger town through that node could also expect. Although commodity and
passenger are passing through the newly developed node, there is no break of
bulk and there will be very limited economic benefit for the village.
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Second type is development of a new road between two large cities or
towns. With this newly developed road, small villages located along the road
could become a break of bulk points for their nearby villages that are far away
from the new road. Thus the village will benefit from local integration. Like
in previous type, however, some commodity flows from nearby villages could
directly go to the interconnected towns or cities. If interregional flows of
commodity and passenger occur directly between two towns or cities, village
located on the road will get only limited economic benefit from thi~ flow.
Commodities and passengers are just passing the villages and no break of bulk
and no economic benefit. On the other hand, it could have some interregional
flow of commodities (between two large towns or cities) based on that village
as a break of bulk point. In that case, the village will serve as a commodity
exchange center. .

Third type is a village located at the crossing point of two regional
roads. In that case, the village has different advantage from the previous two
types of road development. If two regional roads crossing are connected the
town or cities 'with different economic activities, the role of the village located
near the cross road will be more important. Like in previous type, it could
develop based on local integration. More important point is that it could
develop as a commodity exchange center between four regions since total
transportation distance could reduce up to nearly a half by using that village.

Data and Method

Base map and population data used in the analysis were derived from
Okshitpin Village Peace and Development Council. Other basic data like
population and land use were derived from Padaung Township Peace and
Development Council.

Economic data were derived from intensive field survey conducted in
January 2005. Before collecting detail information, all economic activities
located in the village are counted and registered on the base map. There were
292 economic activities in Okshitpin Village in January 2005. Then,
structured interviews were conducted to 70 percent of the owners of those
economic activities . Based on these interview results the changing nature and
present situation of economic activities were investigated.
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Table (1 ) Number of economic activities by type and sample size

Actual Sample

Whole Sale 47 34

Grocery Shops 38 26

Stores 61 43

Services 34 24

Transport Related EA 30 21

Restaurant & Teashop 28 17

Manufacturing 15 4

Others 40 30

Total 293 199
Source: Based on FIeld Survey (January, 2005)

Table (1) shows the number of economic activities and number of
sample considering in the analysis. From that table it can be considered that
sample is representative ofall economic activities.

Next section examined the locational advantage of study area by
using network analysis while development of economic activities was
analyzed in section 3. Then, future prospect of Okshitpin Village was
discussed with suggestion in the last section.

Transportaion Pattern Changes

Okshitpin Village is located near the junction of Padaung-Taungguk
Highway and Pathein-Monywa Highway. Construction works of Padaung
Taungguk Highway started in 1952 and finished in 1972. Pathein-Monywa
Highway was constructed in 1962-63 and completed in 1986-87 (Hnin Mar
Lwin, 1992). Since then, Okshitpin become a junction point for commodities
exchange among four different regions: Ayeyarwady Division, Rakhine State,
Bago Division (across Ayeyarwaday River), and Magway Division. However,
the economic policy practiced up to 1988 did not favor the free flow of
commodities between these four regions. In addition, the commodity flows
were hindered by the Ayeyarwady River where there was a break of bulk in
the road network (since there was no bridge to cross the river). As a
consequence Padaung and Sinde Towns located on the west bank and Mi-
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gyaung-ye on the east bank of the Ayeyarwady River were important break of
bulk points.

Since:1988 the government changed its policy from planned economy
to market oriented economy and commodity flow becomes relatively free. In
addition, construction works of Nawaday Bridge was completed and opened
to the public in 1997. Construction of this bridge caused changes in the
location of economic activities within the Padaung Township. Newly
constructed Nawaday Bridge Approach Road has a length of 18 miles
between Pyay and Okshipin. But Pyay-Padaung-Okshitpin road has a length
of 21 miles. New road (Nawaday Bridge Approach Road) is three miles
shorter than the old road. In addition, new road is better and safer than old
road (Okshitpin-Padaung-Pyay). As a consequence, regional trucks and
passenger buses use Nawaday Bridge Approach Road by-passing Padaung.
The role of Padaung and Sinde, therefore, become lessen since break of bulk
function is lost and buses and truck do not necessarily pass through these
towns.

30
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Figure ( I ) Location of study area
Source: Department of Geography, Yangon University
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Improvement of transport vehicles (bus and truck) and infrastructure
(condition of road) reduce the travel time. As a result the location of journey
break areas (where buses and trucks are stops for meals, drink and
refreshments) are changing. Due to construction of Nadaway Bridge, the
trucks and passenger buses that go to the Rakhine State do not need to stop
near or at Pyay. They can drive straight to the Okshitpin where they made a
journey break and refill fuel and water before starting their up-mountain
j ourney cross the Rakhine Roma.

Location of Okshitpin in the regional network

To evaluate the role of Okshitpin Village in the road network of
western side of Ayeyarwady River, accessibility values were calculated for
each town (Fig. 2). The northern boundary of network ended up in Minbu and
Magway since it is considered that there is no reason for the towns located in
the north of Magway Bridge to use Okshitpin network for crossing the
Ayeyarwady River. For the similar reason Kyangin was considered as a
southern boundary of network (Fig. 2).

Tsp. Name
Direct

Step
All

No. Link Links
I An 3 5 51
2 Ngaphae I 6 63
3 Minbu 3 7 58
4 Magway 3 8 70
5 Minhla I 8 73
6 Thayet I 7 72
7 Kanma I 7 72
8 Mintone I 6 59
9 Taungkuk 3 5 47
10 Thandwe 2 5 56
I I Okshitpin 4 4 42
12 Pataung 2 5 54
13 Pyay 4 .. 6 65
14 Gwa 2 6 65
15 Ingapu I 6 66
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Tsp . Name
Direct

Step
All

No. Link Links
16 Myanaung 2 7 73

17 Kyankin 2 8 88
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Figure (2) Typology of road network 10 Okshitpin Area.

Source: Calculated based on map published by Department of Geography, YU
in 1995.

There are three simple measurement indices for accessibilily of a
node: Direct Link, Step and All Links. If a node has more direct links
connected to other nodes it has more accessibility than nodes with less direct
links. Step is one of the measurements that count the steps need to reach the
farthest node . The more the number of step, the less accessibility it has, since
it is far from central location. All links is a measurement that counts the links
that have to use to reach all nodes included in the network. Thus , the smaller
the number of all link, the better the accessibility of that node compare to
other larger number of all links (Lee and Wong, 2000). In Direct Link Index
Okshitpin and Pyay are the most accessible nodes. Then, Okshitpin become
the most accessible node in terms of Step. In addil ion, it is the most accessible
node, in terms of All Links. If we considered Nawaday Bridge road as a one
link, its accessibility will become much better. Therefore, it can be said that
Okshilpin is located at the most access ible point in the road network on the
Western Bank of Ayeyarwady River between Magway and Kyangin.

In addition, Okshitpin could consider as one of the cross points
between regions of different economic activities at wider national level
network.

Transportation Pattern Changes and its Economic Impacts

As mentioned before, the transportation pattern of western side of the
Ayeyarwady River changed gradually and Okshitpin becomes central location
in term of accessibility. This section examined the development of economic
activities with transportation changes . Economic changes are ana lyzed based
on the development, type, nature of economic activities. and transac tion
linkages. To understand the effects of transportation changes on the
development of economic activities, opening date of each shop derived from
structured interviews was regrouped into three periods: before 1986 (before
completion of Pathein-Monywa 'Highway; impact of Padaung-Taungguk
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Highway) and 1986 to 1996 (before opening of Nawaday Bridge; impact of
two highways) and 1997-2005 (impacts ' of two highways plus Nawaday
Bridge and its Approach Road).

Changes in number of new ly established economic activities
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Figure (3) Number of newly opened economic activities in differentperiod
of transportation development

Source: Field Observation (January, 2005). (N=199)

Figure (3) shows the number of newly opened business in Okshitpin
Village during above mentioned three periods. Although there were some
economic activities before 1986, the number of newly opened economic
activities gradually increased during 1986-1996. Then, the number of
economic activities abruptly increased during 1997-2005. Thus, it can be said
that there is great impact of Nawaday Bridge combination with nearness
location to the junction of two highways on the development of economic
activities.

It is also necessary to check whether those newly developed economic
activities are related to local integration or regional exchange center. To be
able to examine it, each economic activities was identified as newly
established one or relocated one from elsewhere' or extended branch business
having their headquarter functions in regional capital or elsewhere. Figure (4)
shows nature of newly developed economic activities in Okshitpin Village.
The majority are newly established economic activities throughout the three
periods. From the interview it is indicating that many rich people especially
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from other villages came to Okshitpin and started new business.Thus, the
number of relocated economic activities especially from nearby village
become increasing since 1986. During 1996 and 2005 not only the number of
relocated plants but also branch plants from regional capitals (like Pyay,
Pathein, Magway) increased. It indicates that many entrepreneurs who notice
the locational advantage of Okshitpin extended their plants there. Therefore, it
can be said that the economy is gradually shifting from local integration
economy to regional commodity exchange center economy in Okshitpin
Village after 1996 with the construction ofNawaday Bridge.

DevekJpment ofeconomi: activities by nature
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Figure (4) Nature of economic activities development in Okshitpin Village

Source: Field Observation (January, 2005). (N=199) .

It is still necessary to examine .the type of economic activities
developed with the improvement of transportation infrastructures. Economic
activities are grouped into eight categories based on their nature. Of them,
wholesale, and restaurant and tea shops (where buses and truck are stop) are
directly related to the regional advantage while grocery shops and services
(including small tea shops, TV repairs, hair dressing etc.) are mainly served
for Okshitpin and its nearby villages. Large stores, transportation related
economic activities (EA), and manufacturing are related to both local and
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regional customers. Some large stores selling personal goods are stopped and
buy goods by some pilgrimage cars although they generally oriented to local
customers. Transportation related economic activities include repairing of
motor cycles, private gasoline shops, tube repairing and air pumping shops,
etc. These shops are generally opened very recently and located along the
Padaung-Taungguk Highway. Manufacturing is also related to both regional
and local impacts. Due to improving transportation facilities, natural resources

• I

oriented manufacturing industries were developed in Okshitpin since the late
1990s. Of them, furniture industries , plum fruit processing1 are most
distinguished. Others refer to the economic. activities that are not included in
the above seven categories. Betel quid and cigarette shops and temporal (only
in the morning and/or evening) Monhengha (rice noodle with fish gravy)
shops are mainly included in this category and distributed through out the
village. These small shops are also increased through out three periods .

Development of ecommc activities bytype
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Figure (Sa) Development of economic activities by type

Source: Field Observation (January, 2005) . (N=199)

t Plum or jujube fruits are grinded to separate dried pulp and seed. Then, seeds are grinded
again to remove the hard seed-shell and take kernel. The kernels are exported to China
through Mandalay. Hard seed-shell of seed is used as fuel while the pulp of the plum fruit is
used in making Zeeyo (preserved plum powder) or fertilizer.
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Development of ecooomic activities bytype
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Figure (5b) Development ofeconomic activities by type

Source: Field Observation (January, 2005). (N=199)

Of the eight categories, wholesale, grocery, tea shop and restaurant,
services, transport related businesses have shown same development pattern.
Although there are some newly opened up economic activities in the early two
periods, they abruptly increased after the opening ofNawaday Bridge. One of
the distinguished features from Fig. 5a 'is the abruptly increase of wholesale
shop after 1995. Most of these wholesale shops are trading with rice, pulses,
and other forest products like bamboo shoots. On the other hand, number of
store is continuously increasing since tile completion of Padaung-Taungguk
Highway. Manufacturing shows no significant development (Fig. 5b). It is an
unfamiliar pattern of economic development since economic development
process generally shows gradual change fro-n agriculture to manufacturing. .
Then, finally it proceeds to services. In case of Okshitpin, however, it skips
the development ofmanufacturing and move directly to services.:Although
there are some saw mills during 1987 and 1997 period, they had being closed
down at present.

Table (2) shows the distribution of the most important backward and
forward linkages of economic activities in Okshitpin Village. This matrix is
very important to ,decide whether or not commodity .flow is occurring in
regional level or local level. In other ward, ids an important index to assess
the role of Okshitpin in commodity exchange. Columns show the destination
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Township
Capital .SID CapitalOkshitp in

Sell
I--+----_.-~_.=-__,.:_r---,___~___l

of backward linkages while forward linkages .are mentioned in rows. The .
regions are divided into four levels: Other Villages (small villages near
Okshitpin), Okshipin Village, Township Capital (such as Padaung, Kyangin,
etc.) and State and Division (SID) Capital (such as,Pathein, Magway, etc.).
From table (2) it is clear that backward linkages are distributed at all level.
But very small number of linkages (only 8) was distributed in Other Villages,
It means that comparatively Okshitpin does not rely much on the local .product
in the business. Distribution of forward linkages show that majority ofselling ·
destination isOkshitpin Village and to a certain extent inState and Division
Capitals. Examination of detail commodity flow indicates that there are
certain amount of linkages (14) between Township Capital and State and
Division Capital based on Okshitpin Village. Therefore, it can .be fairly

. concluded that the two main functions of comrnodityfloware found in
Okshitpin Village: to redistribute the commodities boughtfrom regionallevel
areas, and to serve as a center of commodity exchange in the regional level.. . .

Table (2) General commodity flow matrix of economic activities ·· in
Okshitpin Village

Buy(Backward)

~ Okshitpin
."
~

'" Townsh ip Cap ital 3
~
0

SID Capital 4. '"
~

-.; Other Villages 4
'"

6 13

23

11 1 0 16

Buy (Total) 60 54. 44 8

Source: Based on field survey results. (N= 166)

Note: Only considered the most important backwardand forward linkages.

Although the number of business and its transaction linkages were
considered, it is still necessary to clarify the situation of these businesses. All .
interviewees are asked to express the present situation of business compare to
last S years. Their answers were summarized in table (3). In general,nearly
60% of the businesses show that they have better conditions compare to last 6
years while 30% ·answer no significant change. About 11 percent of the
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businesses have poor condition compared to last 6 years. Although there 'was a ,
column for very poor, no shop answers for this column. Of the type of. '
economic activities, some show better situation while others indicate poor;'
Grocery shops, transport related economic activities, restaurant and teashop
indicate poor business situation compared to last 6 years . It is due to the fact
that these businesses are relatively easy to start up and many people enter this
type of business after 1997 (see Fig. 5a). Thus , the supply is greatly increased
while the demand is not expanded as fast as supply. Thus, these ba!1:iI'X5~

have poor situation compared to last 6 years. On the other hand,
manufacturing (furn iture industry) is facing with difficulties' in procurementof
raw materials due to reinforcement of forestry ' law. Except form above
mentioned businesses all other economic activities have better situations than
last 6 years. '"

Table (3) Current business situation compare to last 6 years

VG G NC P Sample , Total

Whole Sale 19.4 51.6 29.0 0.0 31 100

GroceryShops 4.2 50.0 29.2 , 16.7 , 24 100

Stores 18.2 36.4 42.4 3.0 33 100

Services 13.6 45.5 36.4 4.5 22 100

TransportRelated EA 11.1 44.4 22.2 22.2 18 100

Restaurant & Teashop 6.3 50.0 12.5 31.3 16 100

Manufacturing 0.0 40.0 40.0 20.0 , 5 100.:

Others 7.7 50.0 26.9 15.4 26 100

Total 12.0 .46.3 30.3 " 11.4 175 100

. Notes: VG- Very Good; G- Good, NC- No Change; P- Poor; EA
Economic Activities ,

Conclusions and Discussion

With the construction of Padaung-Taungguk and Pathein-Monywa
Highways Okshitpin becomes a junction point in transportation network of the
western bank area of the Ayeyarwady River. However, the flow ofcommodity
was limited dueto State's economic system 'and presence of Ayeyarwady .
River as a barrier. Change of economic system. after 1988, completion of
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Nawaday Bridge and its approach roads, and improvement of transportation
facilities favor Okshitpin to develop as a commodity exchange center. It could
also absorb some economic activities that formerly located in Padaung Town.

Transportation developments brought .the emergence of many
economic activities in Okshitpin. However, development of economic
activities .varies with stages of transportation. development. Majorityof
economic activities are opened after the completion of Nawaday Bridge. Of
the economic activities stores are developed since the' early . stage of
development process, However, manufacturing is not significantly develop
through out the three periods. Although there are some saw mills and
furniture plants during 1986 and 2000, many of them are, at present, closed
down due do difficulties in procurement of raw materials. In addition, due to
development of small rice mills in the villages and emergence of "railarj eep
or Htaw-lar-gyi (small vehicle driven by engine used in the farm) and
Guandaung (cheap vehicle made in China), many farmers and traders
process paddy in the villages and transported rice to ,Okshitpin. Thus,
manufacturing show no significant development in 'the study area.
Sometimes, the owner of warehouse also have rice mill in the villages.

From the analysis of type of economic activities and transaction
linkages, it is evident that both type of commodity flows (local integration
and regional commodity exchange center) are found in Okshitpin. However,
local integration function is stronger than regional exchange center function.
Due to local integration, population of the Okshitpin increased with the people
moved in from the nearby villages. Of the 7 villages, Okshitpin Village and
Leywa Village (located continuously with Okshitpin along the Padaung -

' Taungguk Highway) reveal increased population while others indicate
decreasing trend (Table 4). From the personal interview it was understood that
many rich people living in the villages (not only from the Okshitpin Village
Tract but also from other villages) migrated in to the Okshitpin and started
business. '
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Table (4) Population change ofOkshitpin Village Tract

1997~98 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 ·

Chaungkwa 171 179 179 140

Phoywa 415 429 4~9 403
,

Nyaungchatauk 1081 1098 1098 761

Yinywa 197. 197 197 173

Village Tract 8711 9028 9033 8799

Source: Padaung TownshipP eace and Development Council:

To accommodate the increasing population and .businesses, Okshitpin
Village was extended to the direction of Padaung-Taungguk and Pathein
Monywa junction. Figure 7 shows the Kemal probability distribution of newly
developed business through out three periods. Before development of Pathein
Monywa Highway, economic activities are concentrated near the juncton of

.Padaung-Taungguk Highway and Sipin 'Street that connect to Yinywa and other
villages in the north and Pyidawthar Street that connect to Binga: and other
villages in the south.With the development of Pathein-Monywa Highway the
newly opened .economic activities gradually shifted along the Padaung
Taungguk Highway. After the completion of Nawaday Bridge, may economic .
activities were developed between old village and junction of two highways.
Based on such development PadaurigTownship Peace and Development Council
is proposing a plan to upgraded Okshitpin as a branch- town of Padaung. If this
status may reach, government offices will be relocated to Okshitpin and other
facilities necessary for the development of economic activities will be developed
in Okshitpin Village.
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Figure (7) Kernel probability distribution (70%) of development of e~onomic
.. . activities in Okshitpin Village

Source: Filed Survey (January, 2005)

In general , Although location of Okshitpin is very favorable for the. .
development ofa commodity exchange center between four different regions,

.facilities like banking, communication, warehouses, transport companies

(except RTC) are not yet well developed. Therefore, present economic

development pattern is limited to the local integration. .However, designation .

of Okshitpin as a town could foster the development of regionalexchange

center.
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